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1.0 Summary and Conclusions 
1.1 Provide Members with the Overview and Scrutiny Committee’s Annual Report. 

2.0 Recommendation 
Members are invited to consider the annual report and recommend that the 
Chair presents it to the next Council meeting.

3.0 Background and Proposals 
3.1 The Council has one Overview and Scrutiny Committee with the remit to; 

investigate, scrutinise, monitor, oversee and comment on service delivery 
mechanisms, policy implementation, or any other issue affecting the Borough or 
its residents provided that they have previously been considered by either the 
Executive Committee or Council.

Membership of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee in 2019/20:

Councillors McLeavy (Chairman) 
Cassidy (Vice-Chairman) 
Gawne
Husband
McClure
McEwan
Mooney
Morgan
Pidduck
Robson
C Thomson
Worthington



Members had previously agreed to develop a four year work programme (2019-2023) 
and identified topics for review in the previous year are presented in Table 1.

The Committee recognises that additional urgent items may be identified during the 
period and they are demonstrated below in an appropriate timeframe. 

Table 1

Item Topic Scope of the review

1 Street Cleansing
To review the procedures in place with 
the Streetcare Team to deliver a high 
standard of street cleanliness. 

2 Revenues and Benefits 
Performance

To review the customer service data 
figures compared within each quarter. 

3 Members Training 
To review the Council’s members 
training procedures to ensure fairness 
and improved communication. 

4 Corporate Parenting 
To review the Council’s responsibility 
with regard to Looked After Children in 
the Borough. 

Waste

A work group reviewed policies, procedures and performance information relating to 
the waste and recycling service. The main output from this review was that the 
Partnership Board meetings with FCC Environment have been re-established and the 
two parties are now having constructive dialogue. Operational meetings have now 
been re-established and there have been some improvement to service delivery 
including fly-tip removal and container delivery.

Revenues and Benefits Performance 

The full transfer of the Revenues and Benefits service, from outsourced to in-house, is 
still progressing. The future provision for the Revenues and Benefits systems is still 
outstanding and external administration support will continue until March 2021. In 
addition there was a shortfall in the number of staff that were expected to transfer to 
the Council and there has been an on-going recruitment programme to fill these 
vacancies. 

Despite this the Council is making the anticipated savings and is continuing to deliver 
the service.

The transfer has been a significant challenge for the officers and staff involved and it is 
difficult at this stage to get a full, or completely accurate, picture of the impact of the 
transfer on service delivery. Therefore, we suggest a ‘light touch’ review over the next 
eighteen months by way of a written report to Overview and Scrutiny every six months.



Members Training 

A full review was carried out to review members training. The review ensured there 
has been a continuous effort to improve. To conclude the review, Cllr Morgan provided 
the Committee with a table to monitor the efforts of the Member Learning Programme. 
The current state of this remains ‘Good’. 

Corporate Parenting 

An in-depth review of Corporate Parenting was undertaken by a separate group to the 
Committee with Cllr Morgan leading the review. 

Work Plan

Members were invited to agree the work plan for the upcoming year to form part of the 
annual report.

Members proposed a number of potential items and agreed that these should be 
considered by the Chair and Vice Chair of this Committee.

The following reviews were proposed and Members were supportive that this was an 
appropriate work programme. This will form an agenda item at the next meeting of the 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee:

Street Cleansing

This review was started last year and should continue because there is scope for 
improving service delivery. The review should include:

Transparency of the street cleaning schedule.

Developing clear policies around side waste, bulky waste collections, fly-tipping, litter 
bin provision. 

Although not part of the street cleansing contract we need transparency around the 
removal of abandoned vehicles which can have a significant impact on the amenity of 
the street. 

Key priority – Place

Impact of Covid going forward

We acknowledge that the impact of dealing with the impact of Coronavirus – Covid 19 
has been an unprecedented challenge to the Council and other organisations. It is 
clear that going forward we will be delivering a lot of services in a different way.  
Scrutiny should have an overview of the way we manage these changes to ensure the 
impact on local people is considered and the changes are implemented and 
communicated as best we can. 



The review should include:-

Understanding our response and what we have learnt and applying this going forward. 
Sharing best practice across the Borough is essential to ensure we maximise the 
benefits of our initiatives.

Ensuring that Officers and Members are equipped to operate onsite and offsite and 
that equipment can be upgraded remotely with a minimum amount of disruption.

Ensuring that the Council is clear about its role and this is transparent to other 
organisations and to residents.

The impact that different ways of working by industry, retail and hospitality may have 
on the economic future of the Borough. 

Key Priority- Prosperity.

External and internal communications

The need for clear and timely communications has never been so important. We need 
to ensure that we build on the improved communications delivered by an external 
provider and integrate that into improving communication of everything we do. 

Key Priority – People.

Outside bodies

The Council allocates resource to offering representation on a significant outside 
bodies. There is poor understanding of the benefits of Council being represented on 
some these bodies. Members would like to rationalise the list so that Member 
representation is meaningful. 

Key Priority – People.

Member training

Continues to build on the outcomes from the Member training review to ensure that 
Members have the skill to carry out their role and meet the needs of residents.

Key Priority – People.

4.0 Consultation 
We do not need undertake a consultation.

5.0 Alternative Options 
5.1 Not applicable



6.0 Links to Council Priorities 
6.1 All priorities.

7.0 Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement 
7.1.1 There aren’t any implications 

Legal 
7.1.2 There aren’t any implications 

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental 
7.1.3 There aren’t any implications 

Equality and Diversity 
7.1.4 There aren’t any implications 

Risk
Risk Consequence Controls required 
N/A  .

Risk Consequence Controls required 
N/A

Contact Officers 
Corporate Support Manager jpenfold@barrowbc.gov.uk

Appendices Attached to this Report – If none, please state none or delete 
section
Appendix No. Name of Appendix 
1 None
2 

Background Documents Available
Name of Background document Where it is available 
1
2

Add links where possible

mailto:jpenfold@barrowbc.gov.uk

